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EDITOR’S COMMENT
How come some can get it right and others can't?

O

n a recent visit to Cape
Town it was very noticeable
to see what looked like the
smooth running of one of the star
attractions of our country for
international and local visitors
alike. The cleanliness in the areas
I was in certainly impressed and
all the traffic lights were working.
The drivers were courteous, albeit
that on the highways they look as
though they are looking for a
parking, and to my surprise the
taxis were not driving down in the yellow line section or over
the pavements as happens in some of our other cities.
(The very visible presence of law enforcement personnel
contributes towards the discipline). Even more noticeable
was the level of service and friendliness in the various retail
outlets. You walked away enjoying the experience.
Short of getting into a political debate we all know why
Cape Town is streaks ahead of the rest of South Africa in
these aspects and it is highlighted in the various forms of
media regularly. But if 'they' can do it why can't the other
centres do it as well.
With this in mind it has been very positive to visit three
foundries recently where the companies are 'doing' it as well.
The first of these was RelyIntracast where a number of
changes are taking place within the company. New equipment
has been installed or is on order, staff are being employed
and the infrastructure is either being altered or increased.
The second visit was to Guestro Casting and Machining.
Here management has taken a hard look at themselves and
the operational procedures of the foundry and the company.
They realised that there were numerous shortcomings and
are now implementing plans to get the company operating
more profitably.
The third visit was to Crown Cast to report on the company's
objectives and opportunities now that it under the stewardship
of new owners Sovereign Steel. Although still in the early
days since the acquisition, the information given to me
about the proposed plans for the foundry could have a lasting
affect on the foundry industry in South Africa, I believe.
Sovereign Steel has an established commercial presence
in the service centre industry for plate and sheet metal. To
be successful in this industry you have to be dynamic,
service orientated with an emphasis on short delivery times.
According to Sovereign Steel's management it is their
intention to have this strategy incorporated into their metal
casting operation. Visually you can already see a change in
the foundry and if the production figures are anything to go
on, the changes are certainly positive and once the
equipment and infrastructal changes are complete, the
promised campaign of shorter delivery times could be a reality.
What is certain is management believes that it can be done
and will endeavour to follow through with their strategy.
These are three positive examples
in our industry and I say if some
can get it right why can't others?

letters

Mt Everest / Sunflower Fund appeal
Dear Bruce
In June this year I had
the privilege of climbing
Mt McKinley/Denali situated in
the very picturesque Denali
National Park in Alaska and the
highest mountain in North
America at 6194 metres
The eight week climbing
season in Denali runs from mid
May to mid July during their late
spring/summer. The expedition
can take anywhere from 14 to
22 days from fly in arrival at the
base camp on the glacier to the
summit and back depending on
the weather, which can be very
extreme at times. As it happens
our expedition lasted 22 days
after the weather closed in and
kept us in camp 3 at 5200
metres for a week.
Climbing McKinley is extreme
Mark Hughes on the summit of Mt McKinley
mountaineering requiring one to
carry 50 Kg+ of equipment and supplies in backpacks and on
adventure two years ago to climb the seven summits and
sleds over crevassed glaciers, ice and snow fields, and then up
McKinley was the fourth so far, the others being Kilimanjaro in
roped ice walls. All this in ice storms, snow storms, white-outs
Tanzania, Aconcagua in Argentina and Elbrus in Russia.
and brilliant, blinding, sun-burning sunshine, in temperatures
My next summit attempt is Mt Everest in May 2012. This is
ranging from 5 to -35 deg C.
a two month trip due to the length of time required to get to the
It is also the best lesson in team work that I have ever had.
base camp and acclimatise properly while waiting for the
Everyone moves up and down the mountain in rope teams that
weather window to appear for a summit attempt.
require each member of the team to move in unison and be
As part of my Everest attempt, I am increasing the
conscious of what each member
awareness and raising much needed
of the team is doing at all times.
funds for the Sunflower Fund, a
The rope teams are the safest
non-profit organisation based in
way to negotiate the mountain
Cape Town that maintains the bone
and keep mistakes to a
marrow stem cell donor registry in
minimum. Mistakes on the
South Africa. To date we have raised
mountain cost lives, so good
over R75 000.00 in donations which
team work is imperative.
will sponsor 75 people to become
Why would I put myself
donors. The requirements to become
through this madness I hear you
a donor are very specific hence the
ask, the answer being that if you
high cost of the testing to become a
need to ask, you wouldn't
donor.
understand. I embarked on an
I would like to appeal to all your
readers to visit the following websites
Benoni2Everest.co.za and
Sunflowerfund.org.za for more
information on becoming a donor or
Above:
sponsoring someone to be a donor.
"The ego seeks
Being a donor can save a life and it is
the summit,
a lot easier than you think, so please
the soul seeks
consider giving yourself or someone
the climb."
else the opportunity to save a future
life this festive season by becoming a donor.
Wishing you and the readers a joyful and blessed
Christmas.
Yours sincerely
Mark Hughes
MD - RelyIntraCast
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T

he selection of the ABP Induction-Theme "Sustainable
Technology" and the presentation of this topic
throughout the booth design, as well as shown by the
ABP products, was well received from all GIFA attendees.
In discussions with visitors from all over the world
ABP Induction presented a focus on energy efficiency,
CO2-reduction, recycling and regeneration, reliability and
long life time, low operational costs and elimination of
hazardous workplaces.
The new items at GIFA presented innovative solutions
including the ABP converter technology, the ABP Ecotop
hood, the control technology for automated pouring, the
zone heater technology and also the service concept
"From Old to New" which attracted a tremendous amount
of visitors daily.
ABP showcased an induction furnace to melt steel with
a production rate of 25 tons/hr demonstrating ABP
Induction's strong presence in this market providing new
technical standards.
During the fair, open technical and commercial
questions of a new steel plant in Russia (yearly production
180 000 tons/ year) were solved. ABP will build a new steel
plant during the middle of 2012. This is a complete
solution including induction technology with a melt shop
(25 tons/hr), ladle furnace, and an induction heater
between the continuous casting machine and the
rolling mill.
This proves the trend that ABP's sustainable technology,
like high powered environmentally friendly medium
frequency induction furnaces have been widely accepted
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by steel producers the world over.
ABP Induction also successfully finalised three orders
from well known foundries in Brazil, Mexico and Germany
and underlined ABP Induction's leading technological
position in the market.
ABP Induction will build the world's largest induction
melting plant in China
An old Chinese proverb states: "The inclination of the
people, the important small things have created many great
things"
TISCO (Taiyuan Iron and Steel (Group) Co. Ltd.) has
placed an order with ABP Induction China for a melt shop of
180 tons per hour, the largest in the world. With this plant,
melting ferrochrome at a casting temperature of 1670 °C to
produce stainless steel, TISCO will also become number one
in the world in this segment in terms of efficiency.
The major deciding factor for the project was the highly
economical induction system based on significantly lower
material losses, especially chromium - as compared to the
traditional melting in an arc furnace. "50 tons from an
induction furnace with a tap-to-tap time of 60 minutes is a
tremendous achievement and requires a lot of power,"
Dr. Wolfgang Andree pointed out.
Because of the size of the equipment TISCO had high
demands for the reliability of the furnace, maximized energy
efficiency and the degree of automation. ABP Induction was
able to meet the criteria.
Important details that contributed to the award of the
contract were the design of the IFM furnace, the exhaust

“ABP Induction has a convincing overall concept of sustainable
technical solutions and thus, they were far ahead of the competition,”
acknowledged Mr. Liu Fuxing, the general manager of TISCO
concept with the ABP Ecotop system and the parallel
converter specially designed for high performance of
42 MW. "ABP Induction has a convincing overall concept of
sustainable technical solutions and thus, they were far
ahead of the competition," acknowledged Mr. Liu Fuxing, the
general manager of TISCO at the conclusion of negotiations.
With this order ABP Induction is clearly ahead of
competitors in steel melting with induction furnaces.

investing in a new plant or upgrading the existing crucible
furnace system is the more economical solution. New plants
offer the advantage that they can be planned freely and
that state-of-the-art technology can be implemented.
Upgrading usually entails lower on-site construction costs
and considerably fewer licensing procedures, and at least
some innovative features of new plants can usually be
incorporated.

Completion of the project is scheduled for 2012
and consists of the following units:
• 2 x IFM 9 / 30 t, 24 MW and 3 MW
• 6 x IFM 11 / 65 t, 3 x 42 MW + 3 x 1.8 MW

For the mechanical part of the furnace this means:
• Replacement of obsolete induction coils by new coils
with mechanically stronger profiles, incompressible and
permeable flake insulation, and the "hedgehog" early
warning system.
• Construction of the furnace head as a separate
component for casting and drying of the concrete ring
outside the furnace.
• Construction of the lower concrete ring in the form of
pre-dried, pre-fabricated components.
• Replacement of the magnetic yokes for a
greater increase
of power density.

Technical paper - Higher economic efficiency in
melting through modern induction technology
State-of-the-art induction technology that can be used in
both new and older melting plants, facilitates more energy
efficiency, increases plant availability and cost-effective
melting operation in foundries.
In the design of furnace
systems for melting
operation in foundries,
priority lies with meeting
production requirements
that 'consumers' of the melt
demand from individual
melt shops and foundries.
By now, the issue of energy
consumption by the plant
and its production method
has become an equally high
priority. This applies
particularly to melting units
that were installed in the
1970s and 80s, which,
along with increasingly
insufficient melting
capacity, results in
decreasing availability,
rising repair costs, and
bottlenecks in the supply of
spare parts. Operators of
such plants face the
question of whether it is
more profitable to invest in
a new plant or upgrade the
existing plant. In the
technical paper, ABP
Induction will introduce the
relevant criteria to answer
that question with regard to
the various assembly
groups of an induction
melting plant.
In summary
In operating older
induction melting plants,
a frequently arising
question is whether

ABP Medium frequency induction melting furnaces,
5 x FS 30, 3 t capacity, 2.450 kW
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The electrical
upgrade primarily
includes the use of
converters instead of
either mains frequency
power supply or
outdated frequency
converters. IGBT
converters with power
outputs of up to 4,000 kW
are used, whereas the
thyristor converter is still
more cost efficient for
higher outputs and for
vacuum furnaces. The
frequency is adjusted to
the required power
output and the process
to be carried out. A
sound decision between
new plant and upgrade
can only be made on a
case-to-case basis after
either solution has been
analyzed and compared
under technological,
economic, and corporate
policy aspects.
For a full copy of this
technical paper contact
ABP Induction Systems
GMBH on
TEL: +49 (0) 231 997-0
or visit
www.abpinduction.com or
contact the local agents
Induction Furnaces on
TEL: 011 623-1814/17
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industry news

Big wind turbine-blade mould
arrives in Cape Town
Local wind power company Isivunguvungu Wind Energy Converter (I-WEC)
unveiled a 42 ton mould that it would use to manufacture Africa's
first multi-megawatt wind turbines locally.

T

he mould, which arrived by ship from China,
will be used to manufacture 50-m-long rotor blades
- exceeding the span of an Airbus wing.
At 2.5 MW, I-WEC's turbines would be nearly double the
size and capacity of the 1.3-MW turbines currently in use in
South Africa. About 70% of the turbines' components will
be manufactured locally.
I-WEC said production of its first turbine would start
immediately in order to erect the final product in Saldanha
in early 2012.
A welcomed project for South Africa's embattled
manufacturing sector, the R100 million investment
would create between 70 and 100 direct jobs in the
Western Cape, in the next two years.
At project peak, and depending on market conditions,
about 400 direct jobs could be created in the next five
years.
I-WEC spokesperson and financial manager
Thomas Schaal said the investment enabled the
company to significantly contribute to the local economy,
through the establishment of a local turbine
manufacturing facility.

"The company will deliver on creating sustainable
jobs and skills development contributing to the growth
and development of the renewable energy sector
in South Africa and Africa," said Schaal.
Since its inception in 2009, I-WEC has created
30 direct jobs, including 15 jobs for previously
disadvantaged technicians, who have received
specialised training in rotor blade manufacture.
It has 15 employees at its Table Bay Harbour office,
including engineers and administrative staff.
I-WEC obtained its licence from the German
renewable energy company Aerodyn. South African
heavy engineering company DCD-Dorbyl is a majority
stakeholder in I-WEC.

Above:
The mould, which arrived
by ship from China,
will be used to
manufacture 50 m long
rotor blades - exceeding
the span of an Airbus wing.
The mould is in one
solid piece and will be
used to make one solid
50 m wind turbine
rotor blade of 12 tons.
Each turbine will have
three of these blades.
The tower of each turbine
will be 80 meters high
Left:
Inside the mould
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The melting area

With the purchase of Crown Cast the company intends extending
its 'Fast or free' service and delivery campaign, that has made it one of the
most successful niche metal stockists and service centres in South Africa,
to the world of ferrous casting.

F

ounder and CEO of the Sovereign Steel group of
companies since 1995, Anthony Nathan has
developed a strategy to set Sovereign Steel apart from
other steel merchants by its business model of speedy
service while not compromising on quality.
So successful has this strategy been that the company
now boasts its offer of 'Fast or it's free' in all its
promotional and advertising material. In fact it goes as
far as to challenge clients to put them to the test.
Sovereign Steel sees itself as one of the largest
independent niche service centre companies in
South Africa. The company has about 16 000 m² of
inventory and manufacturing space in Elandsfontein,
Gauteng, their head office. This facility serves as the
"hub" for the group to consolidate shared services and
synergies within the company.
Other facilities are located in Wadeville, two in
Vanderbijlpark, Pinetown in KwaZulu Natal, and two
operations in the Germiston area where various processing
of steel and other metals takes place.
Up until now the company has focused its attention on
supplying hollow bar, carbon steels, alloy steel, round bar,
bright drawn bar, bi-metal band saw blades, coil processing,
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heat treatment, forgings, flame and laser cutting of plates,
to a variety of manufacturing and engineering clients.
Shot-blasting and NDT testing facilities are offered too.
"These are interesting times in which metal service
centres find themselves. Many are finding that they have to
increase scale or offer some degree of fabricating and
beneficiating services to help them stand out among other
metal distributors. We have seen consolidation in the
industry and to a certain extent a shrinking manufacturing
base" explained Nathan.
Experienced companies know there are opportunities in
these changing times and Sovereign Steel is looking across
the industry for them.
The East Rand steel processor and distributor Sovereign
Steel is not a stranger to changing paradigms nor is it
afraid of striving for a dominant position in markets that it
enters. That is because the company was founded on
principals that mean it will always cause waves even
without being confrontational.
To the outside world the company may seem radical
due to its claims and outwardly confident way of doing
business. But insiders know that these claims are anything
but frivolous, rather their service guarantees have been

December 2011

Customer first
investigated, tried and proven
Should fast deliveries be
before being offered in the
late they are free and
marketplace.
although thousands of
Now with the purchase of
deliveries have already taken
ferrous foundry Crown Cast,
place under these terms it has
Nathan intends implementing
only happened on three or
the same strategy in the
four occasions that deliveries
casting field.
were late (and free as a
But casting is a different
result) according to Nathan.
process to what processing and
Self-imposed penalties for
distributing of steel products is,
late deliveries - even regular
I challenged Nathan.
speed deliveries, range from
"Speed of delivery will
25% to free (for super speed)
always outshine the
and everything in-between.
competitor" Nathan retorted.
There are no excuses due to
"The strategy behind the
Isi Kilongozi the new General Manager of Crown Cast
any reason whether it is an
fast-developing success story
with Anthony Nathan, MD and founder of Sovereign Steel
act-of-God, traffic jams or
of Sovereign Steel is living up
anything along the way.
to its globally-trademarked
"With us it's not just an empty promise, it's a guarantee
brand promise, namely to be Earth's fastest steel company.
and commitment. If a customer orders an F-Series
We are known as the Speed Merchants of the industry."
consignment (Fl being the fastest) with a specified date
He continues, "The fast or free campaign is an example
and time then that is what they will get come hell or
of this. It's simple - we back up our service offering with
high water."
an unconditional guarantee - "it's fast or it's free".
This campaign lets the customer decide when they want
Getting it right
the steel to be delivered and set a delivery time either
"Obviously it is not in our interest to lose money so
regular, fast or super fast. Fast and super fast clients pay
we make sure that by the time we make such guarantees
a premium for the service but get it when expected

to the market we have satisfied ourselves that we will
- no later or free entirely."
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A casting cooling

Crown Cast has its own pattern shop

get it right almost 100% of the time otherwise we wouldn't
do it."
According to Nathan, the response from their other
markets has been outstanding and has enabled the
company to grow exponentially. Even companies loyal to
other suppliers have been so impressed that they have
made the switch to Sovereign as a business imperative.
These customers include major mining houses, engineering
businesses, trading companies and the general trade.
Prices of Sovereign Steel are on par with other
suppliers and it seems their success can be attributed to
service. Customer service that has won the day, and led to
many satisfied customers and new customers making the
switch.
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Crown Cast
However, expansion is always on the cards and Nathan
is constantly on the lookout for other opportunities in new
markets. Crown Cast is one such interesting acquisition.
Nathan explains the acquisition: "The company's
strategy is to only operate in markets where it can be a
dominant player and where its particular way of doing
business will benefit customers. In this way the company is
able to use its strengths to benefit customers in that
market."
"In some cases we enter a market and make a
proposition based on how we do business across all our
business units. Some old "stalwarts" may see these as
outrageous because it is not how they do business, but
ultimately, we believe we know what we are doing,"
Nathan smiles.
The Crown Cast opportunity arose when the owner was
looking to divest. "At first we were going to do a service and
delivery operation. However it soon became clear that the
synergy between our business and Crown Cast was more
than what we initially thought."
"In simple terms let me explain. We did a survey and
found that many of our thousands of clients were
purchasing castings in various forms and amounts. When
we did the survey of Crown Cast's 100-odd clients we found
that most of them were purchasing processed steel in
some form or other. It was a no-brainer not to put the two
businesses together and start implementing our successful
strategy from Sovereign Steel into the foundry operation."
"We are confident that we will be able to convert clients
to purchase from one source and this will not only lead to
organic growth, extend our customer base as well as our
service offerings."
"You are right that the foundry business is completely
different to what we have always operated in and yes, I had
little or no idea of the industry beforehand but after
studying the Castings Industries Directory and other
sources I knew what the market was about, including who
the players are and their capabilities."
"Technically I will be challenged initially but to overcome
this we have hired experts in the field to run the
manufacturing aspects."
"We have appointed Isi Kilongozi, who has a Masters
in Engineering Metallurgy and has been running our
heat treatment facility for a number of years, as the
General Manager of Crown Cast, and he will be ably
advised by Derek Malone and Bill Hoadly. Andy Anderson
will remain on as the interim CEO and all of the over
100 existing employees will be kept on."
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A fully equipped
pattern shop
manufactures and
maintains patterns for
optimal utilisation.
The factory also
has an automated
cold box and shell
core making facility.
Spectographic
metal analysis,
metalography and
sand testing are all
conducted in an
in-house dedicated
laboratory.
The company has its
own spectograph for
metallurgical quality
consistency.
Crown Cast
manufactures a large
range of cast
components for a
number of industries
including mining,

Castings ready to be shipped

Shaking up the market
"We only go into a market if we know that we
will be able to do a better job immediately and
quickly gain a significant position in that market,
otherwise it can lead to protracted fights that cost
everyone - even the customer."
"The company always seeks ways of winning
new customers and better serving existing ones.
In this way the team is able to constantly improve
while growing the business and meeting objectives
and goals. Our culture at Sovereign Steel of speed,
quality and service will be implemented
immediately and the market will soon realise that
instead of getting their castings in say six weeks
they will be able to come to us and get them in
two weeks as agreed on order, hypothetically
speaking. It will be all about the fast turn around time."
Crown Cast is a medium-sized foundry specialising in
the manufacture of high quality cast iron and steel
products. Built and commissioned in 1992, the factory,
situated in Anderbolt, Boksburg is well equipped with
versatile machinery.
The layout and production facilities include floor and
semi-automated machine moulding stations. This allows
the flexibility of producing large or small batches and gives
the foundry the ability to manufacture castings weighing
between 1 kg and 2 tons.
All grades of iron produced are in accordance with
accepted local and international standards.
The 3 500 m² Crown Cast factory in Boksburg offers
a full range of facilities. The foundry features a melting
capability of 3-tons per hour, supplying molten metal to an
automated green sand plant producing up to 700 moulds
per shift, and to the resin sand section which produces
moulds in flasks and boxes up to 2500 mm square,
from two 5-ton per hour and one 10-ton continuous mixers.

14
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Crown Cast is capable of manufacturing castings
up to 1.6 tons

agriculture, transport and general engineering.
Castings are used in the manufacturing of pumps, valves,
hose fittings, pipe couplings, undercarriage components
and axle assemblies for heavy trailers and wear parts for
the mining industry.
The output is split evenly between jobbing and
production castings and the foundry has a capacity of up to
200 tons a month.
"One of the things we have learned conclusively
from our fact-finding mission when entering the
foundry business is that information is power. This
information has led us to believe that the local industry
needs a shake up in delivery. We intend to set a
benchmark that others will have to follow if we are
to overcome the threat of the cheap imports," Nathan
concluded.
For further details contact Sovereign Steel on
TEL: 011 392 1348 or Crown Cast on TEL: 011 894 7171
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Alcoa to explore
aluminium smelter in Angola

A

lcoa, the largest US aluminium producer, said it had
signed a memorandum of understanding with the
government of
Angola to explore
development of a
750 000-metric-tonper-year smelter.
The aluminium
smelter could use power
from hydroelectric
facilities under
consideration by the
government, and both
sides will begin a series
of feasibility studies to
determine the viability of
the project, Alcoa said in
a statement.
The agreement
provides for a 12-month
exclusivity period to
negotiate a power
contract and cooperation
agreement. If the project
moves forward, first metal
from the smelter would
be produced in 2020.
Angola has committed
to allocate 1 300 MW of
firm power capacity for
the aluminium industry,
Alcoa said.
"Alcoa is interested in
pursuing projects that
lower our cost position,"
said Ken Wisnoski,
president of Alcoa's
Growth group.
Electric power
accounts for about 27%
of Alcoa's primary

aluminium production costs. The company generates about
23% of the power used at its smelters worldwide.

“Alcoa is
interested in
pursuing
projects that
lower our cost
position.” - said
Ken Wisnoski,
president of
Alcoa's Growth
group
castings sa
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Buy-SA bid to channel billions
to local firms
State-business accord sets target of 75% domestic procurement.

B

usiness, the government and labour signed an accord
on local procurement, pledging to increase their
purchasing of goods and services from South African
producers to an "aspirational target" of 75% in a bid to
boost industrialisation and to create employment.
The accord reflects a new will by business and the
government to work together after difficult relations
between them, most recently because of the government's
challenge to the Walmart- Massmart deal and talk of
nationalisation in the ruling African National Congress.
The New Growth Path Local Procurement Accord, which
emerged from talks on the government's economic
revitalisation plan, seeks to "lay a foundation for a
localisation programme," Economic Development
Minister Ebrahim Patel said.
He said the government was reaching out to help
rebuild SA's manufacturing sector and the commitment to
the accord signalled what co-operation could achieve.
"The accord brings together the efforts of the public
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and private sectors and will direct billions of rands to local
manufacturers," he said at the signing in Pretoria.
"It must go together with other efforts to improve
competitiveness, skills development and better economic
infrastructure, to achieve our goal of 5 million jobs by 2020."
Departments involved in the drafting of the accord
included finance, trade
and industry, labour,
“We have begun
energy, public enterprises,
and rural development.
to do an analysis
Mr Patel said that in
product by product,
some business sectors
more than half of the
and government
goods consumed were
will soon release
imported, while sectors of
the government involved
a designated list
in infrastructure
indicating where
development also imported
the bulk of their goods.
we see the
New regulations on
state procurement will
biggest problems.”
come into effect on
December 7, aimed at
significantly expanding the value of goods and services the
government procures from local producers, said Mr Patel.
"We have begun to do an analysis product by product, and
government will soon release a designated list indicating
where we see the biggest problems."
The CEO of Business Leadership SA (BLSA),
Nomaxabiso Majokweni, said the accord was a platform
for business to contribute to the economic transformation
of SA. "We are beyond talking about some of these things
and we are at a point of injecting action," she said.
The 84 top companies represented by BLSA - including
Absa, Anglo American and General Motors SA - will analyse
their procurement to determine the proportion of imports.
By the end of the month the first list of products
designated for local procurement will be forwarded to
companies party to the accord. The first annual report on
the attainment of their procurement targets is due
next June.
"This will not only help with job creation, but it will
also create enterprises which could supply products that
are competitive, rightly priced and of good quality," said
Ms Majokweni.
Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu)
general secretary Zwelinzima Vavi said the agreement
would require the support of consumers.
He said the accord's target vindicated Cosatu's demand
that Walmart agree to stringent conditions for the
Massmart deal, including 75% local procurement.
Mr Patel said the government was keen to work with
Walmart and other retailers to increase the "localisation"
of supply chains.
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Mittal
suffers loss after
furnace fails
Conditions in struggling
South African steel industry worsen
over the past quarter.

A

RCELORMITTAL SA reported a R460 million headline loss
for the third quarter ended September, following the
failure of the blast furnace system at its Newcastle
works in KwaZulu-Natal, and a sharp rise in input costs.
This compares with headline earnings of R473 million for
the previous quarter, and R68 million for the same period
last year.
The group also said that operating conditions in the
steel industry had deteriorated sharply over the past quarter,
with the weaker trend in SA's economy having a big effect on
major steel consumers. Strikes in the sector in July hit
deliveries, with customers forced to delay orders.
"It has been a difficult and challenging quarter,"
CEO Nonkululeko Nyembezi-Heita said. "The Newcastle
incident resulted in a substantial loss of production with a
concomitant effect on our quarterly results."
She said to ease the effect on customers, 240 000 tons of
steel was secured in SA and globally, from ArcelorMittal Group
mills, and dispatched from mid-October. This still left the
market short, with a knock-on effect in the mainstay building
and construction sector.
Most of ArcelorMittal SA's key drivers exhibited stable to
negative trends, with raw material prices rising further, and
electricity costs soaring 25%. But the firm said strong growth
was experienced in Kenya and Zambia, with increased activity
in the construction and mining sectors.
"Management (said) at the half-year results that the third
quarter would be tough, but the Newcastle furnace issues
resulted in a much poorer result," Rubin Renecke, equity
analyst at Kagiso Asset Management, said. "Globally,
steel demand remains sluggish ... (but) the weaker rand
against the dollar should be positive for local steel pricing
going forward."
Year on year, revenue in the quarter rose 5% to
R7,6 billion, following an 11% increase in average net realised
prices, but was considerably down from R8,8 billion in the
preceding June quarter. Overall steel sales were flat at
1,1 million tons, with long steel products falling by 10%,
while flat steel products rose 4%.
Revenue from ArcelorMittal SA's coke and chemicals
division declined 38%, following a 40% decline in commercial
coke sales and an 11% drop in average net realised prices.
Sales were also hampered by weaker seasonal demand from
the ferro-alloy industry due to high winter electricity tariffs,
and the poor state of the stainless steel industry.
Liquid steel production fell 17% to 1,2 million tons in
the quarter, mainly as a result of the structural failure at
Newcastle.
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WCIF Annual Dinner Dance
The Western Cape Institute of Foundrymen (WCIF)
held their popular and well organised 30th Annual Dinner Dance
on the 4th November 2011.

T

he 30th occasion of the
WCIF Annual Dinner Dance
took place at
Eureka Receptions, Durbanville.
Special thanks go to
Bronze Age for donating the
two bronze raffle prizes.
The photographs show
foundrymen, their partners,
guests and suppliers to the
industry who attended the
evening.

Jenine and
Dorothea Killian,
Martell and Wayne Killian
(Intocast) with
Esme and John Smuts
of Salcarb

Mr and Mrs Hennie Herbst with Noele and Alan Wood,
all of Allcast Foundry

Angie and Philanie Mkandla
of Gfe-MIR Alloys and Minerals

Eugene Abrahams from Bronze Age with the raffle prize winners
Lezel Adams and Luis Dias

Mr & Mrs Herman Elema of merSETA with
Mr & Mrs Kevin Meissenheimer of Atlantis Foundries
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Special
thanks
go to
Bronze Age
for donating
the two
bronze
raffle prizes

Above: Tina and George Laurens of Foseco,
John and Penny Davies of the SAIF with Rosemary and Luis Dias of Endeco
Left: Hayden Johns of Foseco with Mike Killian of Intocast
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Lack of SA electricity
sends plant to China
Plan to shift the construction of a ferrochrome smelter from Rustenburg to China
was a blow not only to local beneficiation but also to jobs and economic growth,
minerals company Tharisa, industry players and analysts said.

T

harisa said the reason for the change was that Eskom
could not provide the plant with sufficient power until
2018.
The Financial Mail recently reported that Tharisa had
resorted to establishing a joint venture company, Tharisa
Fujian Industries, and that it was at an advanced stage of
building a ferrochrome smelter in China using chrome ore
from its Rustenburg mine.
A Tharisa spokesman said: "Initially the intention was
to build a smelter here in South Africa and in fact, a
full feasibility study was completed.
"However, when we went to talk to Eskom, the indication
was that the very earliest they would possibly be able to
help us was 2018."

South Africa holds 73 percent of all chrome ore reserves.
"China has increased its share of global ferrochrome
production from 5 percent in 2001 to 25 percent in 2011,
an increase of 500 percent in 10 years," Mike Rossouw, the
chairman of the Energy Intensive Users Group, said.
"The long-term view on market prices does not support
expansion projects."
"The situation is exacerbated by the export of chrome
ore to China," said Emmy Leeka, the chief executive of
Hernic Ferrochrome.
Rossouw said South Africa's market share of global
ferrochrome production was more than 50 percent in 2001,
but it would be less than 40 percent in three years' time if
the current trend continued.

South Africa is the biggest supplier of ferrochrome, which is used in the production
of stainless steel. South Africa holds 73 percent of all chrome ore reserves
Eskom spokeswoman Hilary Joffe could not comment
specifically on Tharisa. "Eskom seeks to support growth and
investment and we do not turn down requests to connect
new projects."
"However, in the case of new energy intensive projects,
we ask them to phase in their projects so as to ensure that
we do have the capacity available to provide them with a
secure supply of electricity," Joffe said.
Tharisa has entered into a strategic partnership for the
smelter with Fujian Wuhang Stainless Steel, one of China's
largest privately-owned producers of stainless steel.
South Africa is the biggest supplier of ferrochrome,
which is used in the production of stainless steel.
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The government has been calling for the development
of downstream, value-adding capacity through the
development of mineral beneficiation projects to create jobs
and boost economic development.
In February, Economic Development Minister Ebrahim
Patel said South Africa was not beneficiating nearly
enough minerals and the department was looking at
how incentive schemes could work towards greater
beneficiation.
Leeka said discussions should be held with the
government on repositioning South Africa for beneficiation,
which was affected by the supply of electricity and the
export of chrome ore.
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Hi-Tech Elements delivers
electric column paste heaters
to Chinese smelter group
In a time when there are numerous complaints about products of all types
manufactured in China flooding the South African market, it is very refreshing
to reveal that a local manufacturer has had considerable success
in supplying equipment that has been manufactured locally, to China.

12 electric column paste heaters ready to be shipped to China

T

here is a widely-held perception that South African
manufactured products are increasingly uncompetitive
when compared to products manufactured in
territories such as Asia. But one South African company is
defying conventional wisdom and has increased its exports
to, of all places, China, which is meant to be emerging as
the world's workshop.
Hi-Tech Elements, a manufacturer of a diversified range
of electric heating elements, heating systems and related
products as well as temperature measurement and control
devices, to virtually any industry has won a contract to
supply 30 electric column paste heaters to a Chinese
smelter Group in Golmud, Haixi, Qinghai China.
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The opportunity to export to China arose when Hi-Tech
Elements' longstanding Canadian turnkey engineering
client contracted them to supply the electric column paste
heaters directly to China.
"We have manufactured electrode column paste heaters
in various forms and designs for applications worldwide. In
2008 we manufactured six of this latest design for Korea
and also have 12 units operating in the local mining
industry" said Shaun Bester, Hi-Tech Elements MD.
"The units have been designed by our company, using
SolidWorks, and manufactured and fabricated in our own
facility. Each unit is rated at 120 Kilowatt for the
application temperature of 120 degrees C, utilizing

December 2011

a CFW 2.2 kilowatt fan to transfer
the temperature. The unit is
equipped with the necessary
protection safety devices to ensure
optimized usage from the equipment
such as a temperature transmitter, a
pressure differential transmitter and
an over-temperature sensor. "
"We shipped the first six units in
September and another 12 will be
shipped in mid November. The
remaining 12 will be shipped in
February next year."
"It is the biggest single order that
we have received for these units."
Formed in 1992 by Shaun Bester
and Andre Goosen with a staff
compliment of four people,
Hi-Tech Elements has grown into
an internationally recognised
heating elements and product
designer and manufacturer working
out of its own facility in the
East Rand. Goosen retired from the
business in 2010.
The company has its own
in-house design, manufacturing and
installation teams, who are highly
specialised and trained, operating

The electric column paste heater
manufactured by Hi-Tech Elements
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throughout South Africa and the
Sub-Saharan African continent.
With its product proudly being used
in Australia, the UK, America,
Canada, the Far East as well as
some European countries, Hi-Tech
have become a very competitive
manufacturer with specialised
abilities to service clients' needs.
As a result of Hi-Tech Elements
constant exposure to the specialised
heating requirements in the
industry, it has gained first-hand
experience in various industrial
applications, and is therefore able to
supply professional inputs into the
heating and control requirements of
the manufacturing and associated
industries.
"The company's in-house
manufacturing facilities make us
about 85% self-sufficient, and they
are one of only three local
companies with the ability to
manufacture tubular sheathed
elements. They also have all other
facilities pertaining to the
manufacture and construction of

heating and control products."
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Left:
Off take piping that is attached to
the electric column paste heaters
Below:
A SolidWorks drawing of the
complete electric column paste
heaters

The company boasts the ISO 9001:2008 DEKRA
Quality Management System certification as well as the
CE mark for the HOTROD products.
"Although it has not been easy over the last two years
we have managed to keep our head above water and can
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now see growth in the company. This Chinese contract also
proves that South African companies can and do have the
ability to export to China," concluded Bester.
For further details contact Hi-Tech Elements on
TEL: 011 894 3937
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Gordhan announces
R25 billion economic
rescue package
Money will be spent over the next six years to improve the competitiveness
of manufacturing enterprises and support the recovery of the economy.

F

inance Minister Pravin Gordhan announced a
R25 billion economic support package that will be
spent over the next six years to improve the
competitiveness of manufacturing enterprises and support
the recovery of the economy.
But the additional spending in this area will go hand in
hand with a strong brake on government spending over the
next three years, as the Treasury plans to pull back the
budget deficit dramatically from the enlarged estimate of
5,5% of gross domestic product this year to 5,2% next year
and 3,3% in 2014-15.
The government will have less to spend this year
because tax revenue is likely to be R13 billion lower than
anticipated due to the slowdown in the economy brought
about by the global crisis. Economic growth is estimated to
be 3,1% a year from the 3,4% forecast in the February
budget, the Treasury said in the medium-term budget policy
statement tabled in Parliament.
To achieve its spending cuts, the Treasury has
placed a strong emphasis on wage restraint by public
servants and on departments cutting down on waste and
excesses.

Economic support package
As well as fiscal consolidation, the Treasury also
wants to lay the basis of future growth by ensuring that
the private sector is ready to take advantage of the
opportunities for exports as world growth takes off.
This will also involve boosting investment in infrastructure.
The R25 billion economic support package will be
used, the policy statement said, "for a range of
interventions to invigorate industrial development zones,
assist enterprise investment and job creation, support the
transition to a greener economy, and leverage
infrastructure investment and risk-sharing partnerships
with the private sector.
"The package will include temporary mechanisms to
bolster productivity and innovation in industries that have
demonstrated long-term competitive potential."
Incentives to facilitate public and private investment in
economic infrastructure and make industrial development
zones attractive are also under consideration.
"Funding of the package over the next three years will
be contained within the available fiscal envelope," the
Treasury said.
Cutting down spending
Finding these additional funds within the fiscal

framework will require restraint in other areas, and
the Treasury has provided for a 5% "cost of living"
adjustment for civil servants next year in addition to a
1,5% pay progression compared with this year's 6,8%
increase.
It is also considering appropriating surplus cash
and reserves from the coffers of state-owned enterprises.
Government departments will be expected to achieve
savings and eliminate wasteful spending as the state
strives to shift spending towards infrastructure investment
and deal with the sharp rise in debt service costs, which
are expected to increase from R77 billion this year to
R115 billion in 2014-15. Already this is the fastest-growing
category of expenditure.
Whereas in October last year the Treasury planned
for additional spending of R94 billion over the next
three years, this has had to be reduced radically to
R48 billion.
In its bid to slash the budget deficit, the Treasury aims
to keep real growth in government non-interest spending
at an average of just more than 2,3% over the next
three years - compared with 7,9% for the three years
ending 2011-12. It believes that as tax revenue recovers,
the deficit and debt service costs can be brought down
and the budget returned to a "sustainable" position.
Economic growth
The Treasury has forecast growth rising to 3,4% next
year, to 4,1% in 2013 and to 4,3% in 2014 as global
uncertainty subsides and confidence strengthens. Inflation
is forecast to average 5% this year, breach the 3%-6%
target band temporarily in the first quarter of 2012 and
average 5,5% over the next three years.
Tax revenue forecasts have had to be adjusted
downwards to R729 billion (from R742 billion) largely
because of lower value added tax receipts. Total
expenditure is R900 million less at R978,8 billion.
Budget revenue has been revised down by
R10,3 billion this year and by R18,8 billion in 2012-13,
and the public sector borrowing requirement has been
reduced to R241,5 billion from the budget estimate of
R276,4 billion.
Slight changes have been made in the division of
revenue this year, with national allocations declining by
R2,3 billion and provinces getting R5,3 billion more, largely
to cater for salary adjustments.
Mr Gordhan also warned of the persistent risk of
contagion from the global economic crisis.
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South Africa finalising
beneficiation action plan

T

he Department of Mineral Resources is finalising
an action plan that would lead to the successful
execution of a minerals beneficiation programme
for South Africa, Minister Susan Shabangu
announced.
The action plan would seek to maximise the
socioeconomic beneficiation in the supply chain industries,
extraction and processing, application and downstream
industries, as well as related industries with
multiplier-effects across other sectors of the economy.
Cabinet approved the minerals beneficiation strategy
in June.
South Africa has vast mineral wealth from which
little added benefit is extracted before it is exported,
Shabangu said at the Gauteng Department of
Economic Development-hosted Gauteng Investor
Conference.
"We need to build a beneficiation strategy that is fit for
the demands of modern South Africa. We also have to curb
the outflows of significant investment in the prospecting
sectors, and ensure that South Africa has the capacity to
undertake this kind of scientific work," she said.
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The beneficiation strategy would provide various
added benefits to the economy, such as policy
interventions in the supply-chain industries leading to
the creation of more semiskilled and skilled jobs, which
create new infrastructure for the beneficiation of minerals,
benefiting far more people than only the beneficiation
industry.
Shabangu pointed to the significant role that metals
exchanges play in unlocking substantial socioeconomic
and financial benefits to
the country.
The country has an
The country
estimated mineral wealth
has an estimated
of about $2.5 trillion,
comprising about
mineral wealth
54 different minerals,
of about
excluding energy
commodities such as
$2.5 trillion,
coal, gas and oil.
comprising about
However, most of the
minerals are exported as
54 different
raw ores, alloys or metals
minerals, excluding
ingots, rather than
beneficiated products.
energy commodities
"Beneficiating these
raw materials and
such as coal, gas
transforming them into
and oil
finished products is the
key to unlocking social
and economic
development for our country's people. We need to
beneficiate and add to local job creation, local value
generation, as well as expand the local skills base,"
the Minister added.
South Africa has a long history of beneficiation,
including the establishment of a steel industry in the
country as early as 1913, a ferrochrome industry
established in 1960 in eMalahleni, formerly Witbank,
and the establishment and development of petrochemicals
industries such as Sasol. More recently, platinum-group
metals were being beneficiated into autocatalysts from the
1990s, and monolith manufacturing from 1999.
Despite this history of beneficiation, up to 89% of all
the potential value of South Africa's raw minerals was lost
through premature exports.
Shabangu said in 2008, South Africa earned
R300 billion from all the minerals unearthed within
its borders, of which only 11% were further processed to
create an additional R86 billion in added value.
This represents a significant missed opportunity to
unlock the wealth of the country's minerals, and create
employment for the country's people.
Although South Africa has steadily improved its
ratio of beneficiated primary products exported since the
1970s, the ratios are still well below the potential
suggested by the quality and quantity of its minerals
resources.
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Labour costs, rolling stock concerns as Ford ramps up
Pretoria production capacity

V

isiting Ford Motor Company of Southern Africa's (FMCSA's)
assembly plant in Silverton as production of the new
Ranger started, Hinrichs said that as the country "
continued to desire to be an export base", it had to be globally
competitive, and labour rates were "a piece of that".
"South Africa needs to be concerned about its higher
labour costs."
Hinrichs said this was necessary as South Africa would
probably compete with China - famed for its low labour costs as a vehicle export base within the next five to 15 years.
Most of China's current vehicle production was still aimed
at its booming domestic market.
While China's automotive industry had seen wage inflation
over recent months, it had been "manageable", said Hinrichs,
who was based in Shanghai.
Ford was building seven new plants in Asia.
"We need inputs not to exceed consumer price inflation,"
noted FMCSA president and CEO Jeff Nemeth.
Hinrichs added that one way of compensating for higher
labour rates was to increase productivity.
The Automobile Manufacturers Employers Organisation
signed a three-year wage agreement with the National Union
of Metalworkers of South Africa (Numsa) in August last year,
providing for a wage increase of 10% in 2010, and a
9% increase in both 2011 and 2012 - all well above the

inflation rate. Numsa initially demanded a 15% increase.
Rolling stock commitment
FMCSA would use the Durban port for its new Ranger
export programme, which would see around 75% of the
bakkies produced at Silverton exported to 148 countries.
Plant capacity had been expanded to more than
100 000 units a year.
A number of other vehicle manufacturers in South Africa,
and specifically in Gauteng, had also been pushing up their
volumes, or would do so over the next few years as they work to
take advantage of government's Automotive Production
Development Programme, which provided incentives for annual
production of 50 000 vehicles within a single operation.
However, such volumes required rail availability.
"Rolling stock is an issue for the industry as a whole," said
Nemeth. "We need more wagons. Transnet has committed to
refurbishing wagons and building new ones."
FMCSA had, at its own cost, put in a rail siding at its
Pretoria plant. It now had two railway lines, one for containers,
and one for vehicles.
"These issues need to be resolved," noted Hinrichs.
"We need to get vehicles to the coast easily and quickly.
We have had the same conversations in India and
Thailand."
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Energy efficiency in the spotlight
at CERAMITEC 2012
Forum will present essential initiatives for sustainable
production processes and competitive ceramic products, together with
interactive dialog on "Green Manufacturing" and "Green Products".

N

owadays, evaluating energy efficiency is
about more than purely analysing the
efficiency of the thermal processes involved
in ceramic production. By the same token, in
addition to the effective use of thermal energy,
electrical and pneumatic consumption values
are reduced by constantly optimising the process
chain. The primary objective of these measures
is to use less energy but with the secondary
objective, for example, of using waste heat even
more rigorously by closing consumption cycles.
In addition to production efficiency, reliability and
investment amount, reducing whole life plant operating costs
for energy, water and raw materials has become a major
decision-making criterion in selecting new machinery and ovens.
Environmentally sensitive and cost efficient production is a
critical competitive factor in being able to survive in the
marketplace and safeguard production locations.
When it comes to ceramic production, water and raw
materials management are just as important as the efficient
use of energy. Basically, what this
again comes down to is closing
material handling cycles and
avoiding waste and/or waste water.
Secondary raw materials use has
now become a relevant issue not
just for primary raw materials, which
are becoming scarcer.
One of ceramic raw materials'
strengths is that they can also be
reused in the slaked, pre-reactive
state. This applies not just with
regard to its recirculation within the
process itself but also after it has
been used. All that remains is to
find solutions as to how to make the
reprocessing of ceramic products
economically viable. There are now
pilot projects in a number of
ceramics areas. Ultimately it is not
about minimising waste but avoiding
it entirely, and with minimal use of
energy into the bargain.
This requires an end-to-end
approach from raw materials'
selection, for example avoiding toxic
substances, to recycling the end
product. This may necessitate
specific new developments as
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regards the manufacturing processes but also in
the product design.
The processes' sustainability concept needs
to be thought through to the next level, in order
for example to comply with current energy
efficiency and environmentally friendly building
trends. The "Green Buildings" banner refers to
the approach of reducing the buildings' overall
energy requirement and achieving the lowest
possible CO2 emissions. In addition to building
materials that are made in an energy-efficient
way, this also requires an ecological product design to match,
such as lightweight bricks. Nowadays, the brick manufacturers'
customer service also includes energy advice in designing a
building. In this respect, energy efficiency is not just an issue in
the manufacturing process itself but also when using
products in the course of building or, putting it more generally,
in the "system".
Energy efficiency and the avoidance of CO2 emissions are
basic measures in refining the "green" manufacturing process.
A complementary measures
component is also required for
sustainable development if the path
that leads to "Green Manufacturing"
or to "Green Products" is to be
successfully trodden. This requires
an interactive dialog between
ceramics manufacturers and their
suppliers.
As an international presentation
and communication forum,
CERAMITEC 2012 provides the
ceramics industry with the best
opportunity for successfully
developing this dialog.
You can find additional
information on CERAMITEC 2012 at
www.ceramitec.de
CERAMITEC Technologies Innovations - Materials takes place
at the New Munich Trade Fair
Centre from 22 to 25 May 2012.
Since its premiere in 1979
CERAMITEC has developed into the
world's leading trade fair for the
ceramic industry. CERAMITEC 2009
attracted 656 exhibitors from
35 countries and approx. 15,000
visitors from 84 countries.
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New pig iron demonstration plant
now running in Brazil

B

razilian diversified mining group Vale, the world's second
largest miner in terms of market capitalisation, has
announced that it has started up a demonstration plant
to test and further develop a unique Brazilian technology which
can produce pig iron without using a traditional blast furnace.
The demonstration plant, located at Pindamonhangaba in
São Paulo state, started operation on September 12 and has
an annual production capacity of 75 000 t. This new technology
promises higher productivity and flexible use of raw materials
while cutting steel production costs by up to 30%.
It is forecast that the new technology will cut steel plant
carbon dioxide emissions by 5%, particulate emissions by as
much as 85% and nitrogen oxide emissions by up to 95%.
The development of the technology started 35 years ago and
has cost some 250 million reais (R$ - around R1.13 billion)
so far, of which about R$130 million (R585 million) has been
contributed by Vale since it joined the project in 2009.
The new technology is called tecnored, and its further
development is now the responsibility of Tecnored
Desenvolvimento Tecnológico (Tecnored). Vale is the biggest
shareholder in this enterprise, holding 43.04% of the equity,

with 31.70% being held by BNDESPar (the investment arm of
Brazil's National Social and Economic Development Bank) and
25.17% by Logos Tecnocom (established by the researchers
who have been developing the technology).
The tecnored technology uses cold pellets, or lumps,
composed of fine particles of iron ore and a reducing agent
(such as different types of coal), each about 50 mm across.
When heated in a furnace (not a blast furnace) the reducing
agent removes the oxygen from the iron ore, which is
consequently transformed into pig iron. The whole process
takes a mere 30 minutes - a coke-fueled blast furnace can
take up to eight hours to do the same thing.
There is no need of coking or of sinterisation, as is required
to produce pig iron in a blast furnace. Doing away with these
processes cuts energy use as well as reducing construction
costs for a new steel plant.
The furnace can use low cost energy sources for its fuel,
such as coal and biomass (sugarcane bagasse, for example).
The tecnored process also allows the production of pig iron
from various grades and quality of iron ore, including ultra fine
iron ore, which currently is dumped in tailings ponds.
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Wheelmaker Hayes Lemmerz
bought for $725 million
Brazil's Iochpe-Maxion LLC is buying Hayes Lemmerz International
in an all-cash deal worth a reported $725 million, according to an agreement
between the two automotive suppliers.

H

ayes Lemmerz is the world's largest producer of
aluminium and steel wheels for automotive and
commercial vehicle builders, and its buyer produces
steel wheels for commercial and off-road vehicles, plus
chassis, siderails, and cross-beams for trucks, buses and
light commercial vehicles.
A merger will combine the two wheels businesses
into an even more consequential global supplier. In a
statement, Iochpe-Maxion said the two firms are
developing integration plans built on "cultural similarities"
and best practices from each company. It predicted
operating cost savings that would benefit customers and
support organizational growth.
Iochpe-Maxion operates five plants in Brazil, one of
which manufactures steel wheels, chassis parts and other
structural products for trucks and commercial vehicles.
Four more plants are part of a joint venture with Amsted
Industries that manufactures railway freight cars,
railway wheels, and railway castings. Hayes Lemmerz
has 17 plants, two of which are in Akron, Oh. and Sedalia,
Mo.
Iochpe-Maxion said the combined company will
manufacture in 13 countries and would be active in "every
major automotive region."
"Automotive and commercial vehicle manufacturers
are expanding globally and they are seeking global
suppliers with the resources to invest and grow with them,"
stated CEO Dan Iochpe. "Vehicle manufacturers have

many choices when it comes to the wheels they offer their
customers, including both aluminium and steel wheels.
The acquisition of Hayes Lemmerz will enable
Iochpe-Maxion to better meet the needs of vehicle
manufacturers by lowering costs across all products,
enhancing service levels and offering a broader product
line."
Hayes Lemmerz emerged from a structured bankruptcy
in 2010, reducing its overall debt and pension and benefits
obligations. It once produced a series of powertrain
components but it sold a number of operations in recent
years as it concentrated on manufacturing steel and
aluminium wheels.
"We look forward to a promising future with a long-term
strategic shareholder like Iochpe-Maxion," Hayes Lemmerz
chief operating officer Fred Bentley said. "This transaction
is in the best interests of our customers, who will receive
world-class products and services from a company with an
even greater global footprint. The transaction is also in the
best interests of our suppliers."
"Iochpe-Maxion has a strategic, long-term interest in the
global automotive and commercial vehicle industries,"
according to CEO Dan Iochpe. "One of our principal
strategies is to sustainably grow our core business
internationally. This transaction will position us well to
partner with customers to offer technologically-advanced
products and outstanding services to meet their needs in
every major geographic region for years to come."

First ever metalcasting app now available
for readers on the go

A

FS has released the Metalcasting Newsstand App
for Apple iPads and iPhones that allows users
to receive the latest in metalcasting publications
on the go.
The app is a digital reader that shows the latest
versions of AFS's four periodicals: MODERN CASTING,
Metal Casting Design & Purchasing, International Journal
of Metalcasting and Global Casting Magazine. The app
turns the print publication into an e-book so readers can
flip through each page with their finger, jump to specific
sections in the magazine, search for keywords and email
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interesting articles to friends and colleagues in the
industry. In addition, the app shows each issue's video and
audio casts.
For more information on the Metalcasting Newsstand
App, visit www.moderncasting.com or download it from the
iTunes app store.
Headquartered in Schaumburg, Ill., AFS is a
not-for-profit technical and management society that has
existed since 1896 to provide and promote knowledge and
services that strengthen the metalcasting industry for the
ultimate benefit of its customers and society.
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Recycling industry calls for scrap metal
future benchmark pricing

I

t is reported that recycling is a booming industry even at the
time when many other industrial sectors are finding it hard
to survive. Precisely, recycling saves money, energy,
environment and ultimately it helps the planet.
A major challenge the recycling industry is now facing is the
lack of a benchmark pricing system for the scrap metals. Base
metals futures have global benchmarks in NYMEX and LME,
what the recycling industry may be seeking something similar
to for the scrap metals industry.
The futures contract will provide a sophisticated risk
management instrument to the scrap suppliers to protect them
from the price volatility of a market that is currently primarily
spot market driven.
A benchmark pricing system can standardize the scrap
metal pricing around the globe and also organize the sector in
an open global market. The prospects for scrap metals futures
trading may not look very positive: innovations such as steel
billet futures and hot rolled coil futures at the LME and
NYMEX is witnessing a surge in trade volumes and hence gives
hope to scrap metals futures.

The unreliable and unorganized system of pricing which
prevails in the scrap metals market is now creating serious
trouble especially when trading between countries.
A fine tuned pricing system and futures trading at a prominent
exchange like LME can ensure price discovery and hedging for
industry players. Investors and industrialists in scrap metal
trading could benefit from managing price risk through futures
trading; furthermore it can create liquidity in the market.
The presence of a futures market for scrap metal will also
offer a number of benefits to those at all stages of the supply
chain, like producers, rerollers, merchants and end users.
Futures trading prices can add transparency to the system,
it can also protect physical inventory against a fall in price.
Such a system could help hedge physical purchases in times of
production difficulty and can access the Exchange's delivery
mechanism as a source of material in times of extreme
shortage, and as a channel to sell in times of surplus.
It won't be a big deal to have a futures trading for scrap
metals at LME as these scrap metals are linked to their
underlying commodities and can be easily benchmarked.
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StrikoWestofen
continues expansion in China
Three years after starting up in China,
StrikoWestofen Thermal Equipment (Taicang) Co. Ltd.
has firmly established itself in the local market.

T

oday, the subsidiary of StrikoWestofen GmbH, based
in Wiehl-Bomig, Germany, is able to fully manufacture
all series of its most energy efficient aluminium melting
furnace StrikoMelter and dosing furnace Westomat in China.
Chinese customers are rewarding StrikoWestofen's
local presence. This is particularly reflected in the rapid
increase in sales of StrikoWestofen melting furnaces in
China. Despite the higher initial costs, customers are
increasingly turning to melting furnaces of the highest
energy efficiency class, several dozens of which have
already been supplied. The reason is quite obvious:
energy costs are also becoming a major concern in this
fast growing country. Therefore, energy efficient furnaces
with a higher purchase price can actually save operators
money in the long term. On average, each furnace cuts
annual energy costs by roughly 100,000 euros
(900,000 CNY), even compared to the latest competitive
products. Operating costs are also lowered by about the
same amount due to reduced metal loss when melting
and holding the temperature.

KOINS Group
purchased by
Swedish company
pour-tech AB

I

t has been announced that Swedish company
pour-tech AB has purchased the complete business of
Koins Co. Ltd. in Europe, Africa and Middle East starting
from 1st of July 2011. The business of Koins Co. Ltd.
Is the manufacture of unheated pouring systems,
automatic pouring systems with a 3D Linelaser, single
point laser and vision systems, retrofit of existing pouring
units and services around the pouring process.
The headquarters of pour-tech AB is in Gothenburg,
Sweden and the production of the systems will be done at
different places in Europe.
For warranty claims for systems delivered by Koins Co.
Ltd., please contact Koins Co Ltd directly. These claims
will be coordinated by Koins Co. Ltd., although the actual
service may be performed by pour-tech AB.
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Moreover, the environment also profits from reduced
consumption. The currently installed StrikoMelters in China
help to reduce carbon emissions by roughly 22,000 tonnes
each year when compared to conventional melting
technologies. This volume corresponds to the annual
CO2 emissions of more than 10,000 cars.
"Our team of well-trained local specialists is excellent
and German engineers have managed the know-how
transfer exemplarily," says Rudi Riedel, Managing Director
of StrikoWestofen GmbH. "This guarantees that the quality
of products manufactured in Taicang is the same as in
Europe. Not only local high-end automotive industry
suppliers have begun to realize that our products
contribute significantly to an increase in their profitability.
Our customers can therefore really earn hard cash with
StrikoWestofen furnaces."
Kari Rannisto became the new Managing Director
of StrikoWestofen Asia on 1 July 2011. For 12 years
prior to his appointment, he held various management
positions in China's capital goods industry. Kari Rannisto
lives with his family in Shanghai and speaks fluent
Chinese.
"Kari Rannisto is characterized by his entrepreneurial
spirit and his excellent knowledge of local market
conditions in China. Since StrikoWestofen Asia has
outgrown its start-up image, Kari Rannisto will now focus
on achieving important steps towards our continued
expansion. He is the perfect person for our company,"
Rudi Riedel explains.
"In the future, we will place even more emphasis
on customer needs and offering solutions based on
specific local demands. Our goal is to optimize our
services with our extensive know-how in order to
pull even further away from our competitors,"
Kari Rannisto says.
The rapid development of service capacities in China
results in faster, more qualified help should faults occur,
thus increasing plant availability.
StrikoWestofen already offers a wide range of
consulting services. Besides technical training for
Chinese customer employees, this also includes
professional support for process optimization.
Furthermore, StrikoWestofen provides its customer with
investment planning advice to ensure energy and material
efficient plant operation. Customers profit, in particular,
from increased cost awareness. The quality of customer
advice is guaranteed by the growing number of engineers
involved in the sales process.
For more information contact Ceramic & Alloy
Specialists on TEL: 011 894 3039
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The die casting industry's get together in Nürnberg

T

he European die casting experts meet at
EUROGUSS in the Exhibition Centre Nuremberg
from 17-19 January 2012, when the 400 exhibitors
expected (2010: 364 exhibitors) will provide information on
the latest technology, processes and products. The over
7,000 die casting experts expected from Germany and abroad
use EUROGUSS to prepare for investments due at the
beginning of the year and look for solutions to their technical
requirements. The International Die Casting Congress takes
place parallel to the exhibition and for the first time in hall 7.
Other highlights include the special show "Research for
Knowledge" and the announcement of the winners of the
International Aluminium Die Casting and Zinc Die Casting
Competitions.
Heike Slotta, Exhibition Director at NürnbergMesse,
is delighted with the lively flow of applications from
exhibitors. "All the well-known manufacturers and die casting
foundries will be there again in January. They don't miss
EUROGUSS, because it is the only event that presents
the whole die casting process chain: from high-tech
machine and new materials to efficient services," says Slotta.

Under the sign of the owl: special show
"Research for Knowledge"
Innovations are of crucial importance for the European die
casting industry in global competition. At the new special show
"Research for Knowledge" in hall 7, some ten research
institutes, universities and universities of applied sciences are
expected to present their training courses, services and current
research specializations. They include:
• Fraunhofer-Institut für integrierte Schaltungen IIS,
Erlangen
• Hochschule Aalen together with Gießerei Technologie
Aalen (GTA), Aalen/Germany
• Neue Materialien Fürth GmbH, Fürth/Germany
• TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Gießerei-Institut,
Freiberg/Germany
• Lehrstuhl Werkstoffkunde und Technologie der Metalle
(WTM), Erlangen/Germany
• Österreichische Giesserei-Institut, Leoben/Austria
Other national and international research groups are expected.
All exhibitors and their current product information can be
found at: www.ask-EUROGUSS.de
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How America can fight back
against low-cost labour in China
The Harada Method promises to create workers who are
masters of their positions and champions of continuous improvement at little to no cost.

N

orman Bodek has visited Japan 78 times to
study Japanese continuous-improvement philosophy.
On his 78th trip, in March, Bodek met with a man
named Takashi Harada, who Bodek believes has the
ultimate recipe for competing against low-cost labour in
China and India.
The recipe is one part monozukuri (which, loosely
translated, means craftsmanship, or product excellence)
and one part hitozukuri (an organization's commitment
to the lifelong development of its employees, or
people excellence), and it's steeped in respect for
workers.
It's called the Harada Method, and it's designed to
help shop-floor workers develop their skills and capabilities on their own.
Bodek can hardly contain his excitement over it.
"I believe in what it does, thoroughly," says Bodek, who
teaches a course called "The Best of Japanese Management
Practices" at Portland State University. "I teach it at college,
and I see the transformation with my own students."
The key to the Harada Method, Bodek says, is
"self-reliance," which is "the sense that you [the shop-floor
worker] can make a decision for yourself and for your company
and for your customer that is right."
"This is missing in so many American corporations,"
Bodek tells IndustryWeek. "You call a company in America
and the first thing you get is, 'This call is being recorded.'
Why are they recording it? Because they don't trust their
people, and they don't empower them to be trusted."
But it's not just an American problem. Bodek shares
the story of a woman who went into a UNIQLO clothing store
in Tokyo and asked to use the store's phone, because
her baby was ill and needed medical attention. The store
manager refused, insisting that it was against company policy,
and the woman had to walk to another store to use the
phone.
Afterward, the woman sent a letter to the president of the
company, Tadashi Yanai, asking him why the store manager
would not allow her to use the phone in the midst of an
emergency.
Yanai, who was "ashamed" by the incident, called
Takashi Harada.
"He said, 'Harada, I have rules and regulations that people
must follow, but they have to be human beings,'" Bodek says.
"'You have to teach us self-reliance.'"
Bodek notes that the Harada Method is enormously
popular in Japan, for much the same reasons that American
manufacturers are taking an interest in it. Japan, like the
United States, is struggling to compete with low-cost labour in
China and other emerging economies.
"But they can compete by raising the skill level of [their]
companies," Bodek says.
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'A Hero in Your Own Life'
The fundamental concept of the Harada Method,
Bodek explains, "is that you can be a hero in your
own life."
Harada, a former junior high school teacher, used the
methodology to transform the track and field team at one of
the worst schools in Osaka into one of the top teams in all of
Japan, Bodek says.
Since then, the Harada Method has been taught to some
55,000 managers at 380 companies in Japan.
How can ordinary people become heroes in their own lives,
and how does this apply to the factory floor?
Through the Harada Method, workers are encouraged to
pick a skill that they'd like to master, and to set goals to help
them accomplish it. Much like athletes striving to win a gold
medal, employees write down their goals, create a step-by-step
plan to attain them, measure themselves against their goals
and receive guidance and feedback.
A key ingredient of the Harada Method is mentoring.
"To achieve hitozukuri, masters from inside and outside
the organization provide the lifelong training and mentoring
of employees," Bodek wrote in a recent blog post.
"This enables the employees to:
• Learn new skills and technology to increase their value
to the organization.
• Become 'masters' of their current positions and serve
as mentors to more junior employees.
• Advance within the company to positions requiring new
knowledge and skill sets.
• Develop a level of self-confidence and self-reliance that
grows over time.
• Create and implement ideas to improve work processes
and the organization as a whole."
• Ask your workers to name their favourite day of the
week, and invariably most will say "Friday," Bodek laments. In
teaching the Harada Method to American manufacturers,
Bodek aims to change that.
"What I'm trying to do is get American managers to focus
on their people - developing their people and recognizing that
developing people doesn't even cost you anything. It doesn't,"
Bodek says. "You just get people excited and they will do it on
their own."
The IndustryWeek Manufacturing Hall of Famer
emphasizes that he's excited about the Harada Method.
"I love this concept," he declares.
Considering that Bodek is credited with discovering and
publishing the writings of lean pioneers Shigeo Shingo and
Taiichi Ohno, that's saying something.
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By Josh Cable, Industry Week

Aluminium threatens to overtake steel in auto production

B

y 2012 the use of aluminium in automobiles could reach
record highs, the Aluminium Association reports. The
organization cited a Ducker Worldwide survey that shows
North American automakers will increase their use of aluminium
53% to 500 pounds by 2025.
Fuel-economy standards in the United States are forcing
carmakers to seek lighter-weight materials for production.
Aluminium is seen as one of the steel industry's most formidable
challengers in the race to produce fuel-efficient vehicles.
Steelmakers have led the way to vehicle-mass reduction with
advanced high-strength steels. These steel grades feature the
strength characteristics of traditional steel but are easier to form
and lighter than other older versions.
But the Aluminium Association, which represents US and
foreign-based aluminium producers, says aluminium can replace
more than twice as much weight as steel. Alcoa Inc. marketing
director Randall Scheps touted the Ducker findings as a sign that
"aluminium's time has come" as a major player in new vehicle
designs.
Aluminium certainly has weight advantages over steel, but
the material's cost and lack of familiarity within the auto industry
are still challenges for the industry, says Jay Baron, president and
CEO of Center for Automotive Research in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
US. In many instances, automakers' plants are more equipped to
handle steel than aluminium.

"We like steel in the auto industry because we've been using
it forever, we know how to form it, and it's magnetic," Baron says.
The magnetic qualities of steel allow the auto plants to use
magnets for material-handling purposes, Baron says. Automakers
also are more familiar with how to weld steel than aluminium, he
says.
Aluminium also poses corrosion issues if an aluminium part
touches a steel component in the vehicle, Baron says.
Perhaps the greatest advantage steel has over aluminium is
cost. Aluminium can be two to three times more costly than steel,
Baron says. That cost can be offset, though, by cost savings from
downsized components, the Aluminium Association contends.
"Down weighting is actually an enabler of cost savings across
the vehicle by accommodating downsized powertrains and parts
consolidation - all without sacrificing safety or performance," said
Scheps in a prepared statement. "A lighter car can allow for a
smaller, less-expensive drive train and generate the same
performance as the original vehicle more cost effectively, safer
and, most importantly, in a fuel-efficient manner."
Aluminium has been used primarily in powertrain and wheel
applications, but it is gaining market share in body applications,
including hoods, trunks and doors, the Aluminium Association
reports. General Motors Co. leads all North American
automakers in aluminium content with 366 pounds per vehicle,
according to the Ducker survey.
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Nippon Steel,
Sumitomo Metal Industries
to merge
The combined company will be second only to ArecelorMittal.

J

apan's biggest steelmaker Nippon Steel and third-ranked
rival Sumitomo Metal Industries announced a merger in
September that will create the world's second-largest
steel firm. The tie-up, which they plan to launch officially on
October 1, 2012, will create a steel giant second only to
India's ArcelorMittal and generate savings in the face of
increasingly intense global competition.
Through the merger, the steelmakers will aim to realign
and strengthen a global network "in response to increasing
worldwide demand for steel and the local procurement needs
of Japanese steel consumers operating overseas", they said.
They will focus on reorganizing and expanding their
manufacturing, processing and sales bases in emerging
countries, namely China, Brazil, India and Southeast Asian
countries.
The new company, Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corp.,
"will aim to achieve 60 to 70 million tons in terms of global
production capacity by further accelerating its overseas
business development."

in the Japanese steel industry since the creation of the
country's number two firm JFE Holdings around a decade
ago.
When merger talks were announced in February, industry
analysts welcomed the move as a way of helping to stitch
together Japan's corporate base. Nicholas Smith, director of
equity research with MFGlobal in Tokyo, said the merger was
indicative of the growing need for steelmakers to gain leverage
as prices for coal, iron ore and other raw materials of steel
touch record levels.
"Increased scale will make them stronger in negotiating
with raw material suppliers - the rapid run-up in material prices
had really hammered profitability," said Smith.
"The merger will give Nippon Steel the scale to consider
acquisitions of raw material suppliers, like the Chinese
steelmakers have done," he said, noting Chinese crude
steel production has more than quadrupled in the last
10 years.
Profits in Japan's steel industry were badly dented by

“We will aggressively expand our operations overseas,”
said Nippon Steel president Shoji Muneoka, adding global expansion was vital to a
steelmaker's fate in the industry.
“By integrating - personnel, material and financial capacities - based on the
world's top-level technologies, we can carry out our business much more quickly,
widely and effectively than we can alone.”
Global competition in the steel industry has intensified in
recent years with demand spurred by emerging economies
such as China that are undertaking massive construction,
infrastructure and manufacturing projects. Japanese
automakers, electronics makers and other companies have
also sought to expand production in foreign markets in search
of growth, stronger consumer demand and by way of hedging
against foreign exchange risks.
"We will aggressively expand our operations overseas,"
said Nippon Steel president Shoji Muneoka, adding global
expansion was vital to a steelmaker's fate in the industry.
"By integrating - personnel, material and financial capacities based on the world's top-level technologies, we can carry out
our business much more quickly, widely and effectively than
we can alone."
The merger, under the ratio of 0.735 Nippon Steel
shares to one Sumitomo Metal share, would be the first
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the March 11 earthquake and tsunami, which battered a key
manufacturing region and crimped demand - especially in the
key auto sector - amid power shortages caused by the disaster
at the Fukushima nuclear plant.
In July, Nippon Steel announced a first-quarter net profit
of 29.09 billion yen, 8.4% higher than the same time a year
earlier, but attributed it to a lower tax burden. At the same
time, JFE said its net profit was down 75% year-on-year to
7.12 billion yen ($91.4 million) for the quarter.
Iron ore and coking coal, the two main raw materials for
steel production, have seen significant price rises in recent
years in a market dominated by the three global mining giants,
Anglo-Australian firms BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto, and
Brazil's Vale.
Nippon Steel was downgraded by both Moody's and
Standard & Poor's in June amid concerns over its profitability
in the face of rising commodity prices.
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product review

Spectro launches next generation
Spectro xSORT handheld
EDXRF spectrometer
Breakthrough speed, accuracy, and ease of use

S

such
as
material
verification, our new
instrument delivers highly
reliable analyses in two
seconds! And, for more
complex matrices such as in
environmental screening,
Spectro xSORT achieves very
low detection limits without
the need for complex sample
preparation."
The new xSORT also is
available with time and
cost-saving features, such as
an integrated video camera
for precise spot testing and visual memory storage. Also
available is an integrated global positioning system (GPS)
that allows users to quickly return to previously checked
locations without time-wasting resurveys.

pectro Analytical
Instruments, a leading
supplier of analytical
instruments for optical
emission and XRF
spectrometry, has introduced
the next-generation
SPECTRO xSORT handheld
energy dispersive X-ray
fluorescence (EDXRF)
spectrometer. The new
instrument comes in a
smaller, lightweight package
that offers better
analytical performance,
and incorporates many
exclusive new features.
The new xSORT is designed for high-throughput
elemental testing and spectrochemical analysis of a wide
range of metals and other materials in the field. Its speed,
accuracy and ease of use set new benchmarks for
handheld spectrometric performance. Spectro xSORT is
ideal for applications, including positive material
identification (PMI) and environmental screening, recycling
of alloys, precious metals, and aluminium, plus mining and
compliance screening.
"Users were requesting more speed, higher accuracy
and greater operating simplicity in the field," notes
Dirk Wissmann, Senior Product Manager. "For many jobs,

Two-second analysis
For metals and most alloys, Spectro xSORT delivers
grade identification and material verification within two
seconds of clicking its trigger. Pre-installed grade libraries
cover common alloys used in industry and its exclusive
high-resolution SDD detector provides signal throughput up
to 10 times faster than other handheld spectrometers.

Cas van Vuuren, retired from Spectro SA,
Andre Fourie from Raysonics, Louis Cloete of Cape Gate
with John Taylor of Spectro SA

Lionel de Jager of Spectro SA,
Fatima Moolla of Fuchs Lubricants, Henk Visser, Spectro Germany
and Chris Voogt of Fuchs Lubricants
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Even light-metal alloys require only 12 seconds to process.
"High-volume users, such as service companies doing
PMI, may use Spectro xSORT to complete hundreds of
inspections per shift with greatly enhanced productivity
and profitability," adds Wissmann.

“For many jobs, such as
material verification, our new
instrument delivers highly reliable
analyses in two seconds!”
Exceptionally low detection limits
The Spectro xSORT offers exceptionally low detection
limits- down to the parts-per-million (ppm) range - for
analyses of heavy metals. This allows the instrument to
deliver accuracy that rivals laboratory analysis results.
In addition, the system includes an optional docking unit
for stationary operation, adding stability for very small
samples along with extended analysis with ultra-low
detection limits.
Lightweight, compact design
With Spectro xSORT, operators don't need to switch
methods between metals or use complicated flushes
or vacuum systems. The instrument's light weight
(1.64 kg or 3.62 lb) and compact, one-piece design make

Spectro Analytical recently held an open day for clients
to view the latest products available from the company.
Peter Lamers, Director of Distributor Sales who is now
responsible for Spectro South Africa is seen with Marié Julsing,
Managing Director of Spectro in South Africa

it optimal for easy use in the field, even in areas that
are less accessible.
The instrument incorporates an exclusive Spectro ICAL
system for convenient one-sample, one-time calibration.
Its simplified software features an intuitive touchscreen
interface with two menu levels.
For more information visit www.spectro.com/xsort
or contact Spectro Analytical Instruments on
TEL: 011 979 4241
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Hansford products
for the metal industry
H

ansford Sensors Ltd has a wealth of experience in
the design and manufacturing of industrial vibration
sensors for various applications.
As the pressure on the steel industry continues to be
applied across the globe, the need for more and more
effective plants with 100% availability becomes a higher
priority for senior management.
Hansford Sensors are committed to helping customers
with the problem of monitoring plant machinery. Typical
areas that have been commonly monitored include rolling
mills, drives, gearboxes and cooling towers.

Before getting too involved in what technique is to be
applied, consideration
needs to be taken to
whether the application
requires offline or
online monitoring.
As part of the decision
making process some
of the following areas
need to be considered:
• Availability of
the plant
• Cost of breakdown
• Criticality of the
machine/impact on the
production process
• Access to
machine, guarding,
health and safety
implications
• Environmental
factors
Within the Hansford
Sensors range of
products, the AC sensor
(HS-100 Series) has
been designed to
withstand the harsh
conditions that exist
in the steel/metal
industries. There is
also supporting hardware that can be used to enable the
reading to be connected to a local switch/connection box
(HS-SE) for offline readings using a data collector or
permanently installed equipment (4-20mA accelerometers,
HS-420 Series) that in the lowest cost form, be connected
to a PLC (programmable logic controller) for permanent
trending/logging.
More sophisticated systems can involve looking at
velocity and bearing conditions. In this example, the
standard AC sensors (HS-100 Series) connected back
via a vibration module (HS-500 Series) can be used to
protect the machine. When used with the vibration module
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(HS-510), the output can be displayed and alarmed locally
and also connected back to the PLC. Wireless options of
this product are also available. Please consult the Hansford
Sensors sales team for more advice on this product.
For a more mature analytical online system that can be
used with AC sensors (HS-100 Series), Hansford Sensors
have a wide range of international partners who can
provide the systems. Please contact the sales team for
more details of your local representative.
One of the biggest considerations when fitting sensors
in the steel industry is the high number of slow speed
machines. With these slow speed machines the best
solution is to either use a standard AC sensor which has
an improvised low
frequency response end
(HS-100F Series) or to
select a higher
sensitivity option of the
range (HS-100 Series).
As part of the
selection criteria for any
accelerometer careful
consideration must be
made for the
environmental and
serviceability of the
machine that is to be
monitored. Within the
Hansford Sensors range
of products there are a
selection of different
mountings and
connection methods,
including armoured
cables, silicon and fire
retardant styles.
Consideration must
also be made to the
practicality of the
installation, and in
areas where the
machine may need to
be accessed it is
recommended that
sensors with a separate cable assembly are used.
Other options that can be supplied include
accelerometers with dual outputs (HS-100T Series) that
give a temperature output in addition to the AC signal,
giving a useful additional parameter to monitor the
machine.
Within Hansford Sensors there is a wealth of experience
in monitoring machinery in the steel/metal industry.
For further information please contact the
Sales Department at Temperature Controls on
TEL: 011 791 6000 or email: sales@tempcon.co.za
or visit: www.tempcon.co.za
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On-site materialographic preparation and examination
Non-destructive testing

M

any applications demand a materialographic
preparation and examination without damaging the
subject of inspection.
The answer is simple: Struers non-destructive testing
equipment.
Struers manufactures
a complete range of
consumables and portable
equipment for materialo-

graphic
non-destructive
preparation: from grinding
through mechanical
and electrolytic
polishing/etching to
microscopes for inspecting

the result. These tools are supplemented by highly reliable
replication products for in-the-lab testing.
For many applications, it is either required or more
economical to carry out the testing in a non-destructive way in
the field. By means of Struers' lightweight portable equipment
and advanced replica techniques, a high quality replica of the
prepared surface can be obtained, allowing a complete
evaluation of the surface.
For examination of microstructures, Struers can provide
a complete range of battery-powered, portable equipment for
non-destructive preparation, from basic grinding, through
mechanical or electrolytic polishing/etching, to microscopes.
On-site materialographic preparation and examination is
particularly applicable to quality control, inspection and failure
analysis in power stations, aircraft, chemical plants, offshore
platforms, etc.
For more information, contact your nearest IMP branch,
Gauteng TEL: 011 916 5000, KwaZulu Natal TEL: 031 764 2821,
Western Cape TEL: 021 852 6133, Eastern Cape
TEL: 0410 364 0159, Free State TEL: 018 293 3333
or Email: info@imp.co.za
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StrikoWestofen - Energy-saving wonder.

T

Finite element methods are
used to design the steel
structure. In the PurEfficiency
series, the furnace refractory
was completely revised, with
critical improvements in areas
under high mechanical stress
and in the insulator materials
used. That means customers will
not only enjoy considerable
savings, but also longer service
lives and lower repair costs.
The PurEfficiency series is also
available with melting rates of
1,500 to 3,500 kg/h and
holding capacity from 3,000 to
6,000 kg, in stationary and
tiltable design.
The entire
StrikoMelter®-tower melter
line is completed by dosing
furnaces type Westomat®,
crucibles for melting and/or
holding, magnesium units as
well as foundry accessories.
For more information
contact Ceramic & Alloy
Specialists on
TEL: 011 894 3039

he new PurEfficiency
series of the well-known
StrikoMelter® aluminium
melting shaft furnace reduces
energy consumption by yet
another 10-15% without any
modification to the installation
height. In the benchmark test
under real foundry conditions,
an energy consumption of
525 kWh/t was measured for
the first time in the new
two-chamber melting and holding
furnace MH II-T 3,000/1,500
PurEfficiency (melting capacity
1,500 kg/h), where this energy
consumption includes
after-heating for a constant
pool temperature of 720°C.
This efficiency gain was made
possible by an integral
examination of the furnace body,
refractory lining and burner
design.
StrikoWestofen employs
computation fluid dynamics to
analyse heat transfer, optimise
the burner arrangement and
design the furnace geometry.
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HA International introduces
scrubber solution recycling
HARP program will reclaim TEA, DMIPA and DMEA from PUCB process.

H

A International is
instituting a
recycling program
for foundries operating
Phenolic Urethane
Cold Box (PUCB)
molding lines, to
dispose of the scrubber
solution created in that
process. The HA Amine
Recycling Program
(HARP) makes it
possible to reclaim TEA,
DMIPA and DMEA from
amine sulphate
scrubber solution using
an advanced process
technology, according to
a statement.
HA is the North
American foundry
industry's largest
supplier of products for
core and mold
production, including
resin systems,
resin-coated sand, and
refractory coatings.
"HARP is yet another
ecologically responsible
option that HA
International adds to
its growing list of
EcoMission products and
programs,"
according to its
announcement.
Foundries interested
in the program are
invited to complete an
online form to begin the
process of submitting a
scrubber solution
sample for analysis and
certification. Once the
sample is approved,
foundries may ship bulk
material in totes to a
centralized recycling
location. Online
tracking of the process is
available.
For further details
contact the SI Group on
TEL: 011 864 4608
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Foseco launches improved range of
STELEX PrO filters
for steel and heavy iron castings

F

oseco's STELEX PrO range of carbon bonded ceramic
filters now incorporates a new, unique and innovative
ProBond carbon bonding technology that improves the
overall performance of the filter. This technology has
been developed after an extensive program of research
and customer evaluations and offers the following
improvements:

1. Improved filter strength - improved flexural
strength at room temperature and in application with
molten steel or iron.
2. Reduced filter friability.
3. Improved filter structure providing optimised
metal flow properties.
ProBond is the latest enhancement of the
STELEX PrO carbon bonded filter technology. The carbon
bonding mechanism is patented worldwide in over
35 countries and is the proprietary intellectual property
of Foseco. ProBond further enhances the many benefits
of filtering castings with STELEX PrO filters,
including:
• Ease and consistency of liquid metal priming
• Efficient inclusion removal
• Flow modification and turbulence
reduction
• Reduced casting scrap and rework
For more information visit www.foseco.com or
contact Foseco SA on TEL: 011 903 9500

Sandvik Coromant
releases CoroKey for iPad

S

andvik Coromant has released a free catalogue App
for the iPad that is designed to offer you the best
tools in your machining applications that are easy to
choose and easy to use.
This will provide engineers, programmers and
machinists a convenient resource for finding the right
inserts for your drilling, turning, threading and milling
operations. CoroKey offers first choice recommendations
for all material classifications in steel, stainless steel, iron,
nickel based alloys, super alloys and hard materials. With
CoroKey you get the safe, reliable cutting data right on the
first cut.
The CoroKey App considers the work piece material and
the type of operation to be performed and will guide you to
the correct grade and geometry for your specific material
group.
The CoroKey insert guide is based on the principle
"easy to choose, easy to use" and helps you to select
the best insert for the job using this basic
information.
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The App works with both metric and inch measurements.
Users can get more information about the Sandvik
Coromant CoroKey App at www.sandvik.coromant.com/apps

December 2011

Eirich R28 intensive mixer

T

he new R28 intensive mixer offers usable volumes up to
5,500 litres, delivering a throughput rate of up to 650 t/h
e.g. for iron ore preparation in pelletising systems. The
Eirich mixing principle with all its associated advantages was
rigorously implemented during the design of the mixer.
The unique mixing principle is characterised by the rotating
mixing pan which transports the product and the fast-running
rotors which are used for mixing.
Thanks to the separation of the transportation process
from the mixing process in the mixer, the energy
input into the product can be maximised. At the
same time wear is minimised, which
guarantees a consistently high level of
product quality.
The mixer replaces the DW29/4-6
series. The design is based on the
DW40 mixer which was introduced in
2007. The throughput capacity of the
DW40 is1,400 t/h, and the machine has
established a solid footing in the world
market. 16 mixers have been delivered to
the iron ore industry so far.
The R28 supports different rotor drive
systems. Conventional motors and

high-torque synchronous motors can be used on the mixer.
The circumferential speed has been increased from 1.0 m/s on
previous models to 1.5 m/s for even more intensive mixing.
High-reliability during ongoing operation was given top
priority during the design phase to ensure high availability
during round-the-clock operation.
Modular, variable-tilt design is another major feature of the
R28. The basic horizontal machine is mounted on a base, so
that it can be tilted to the optimal position depending on the
application.
The R33 mixer with a usable volume of 8,000 litres is
scheduled for introduction in 2012 as a replacement for the
DW31 series. Naturally, all of the latest engineering
advances will be incorporated into these
mixers.
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The main applications for the R28 and
R33 mixers are:
• Fine ore preparation in pelletising
systems
• Sinter mix preparation
For more information contact
Birkenmayer on TEL: 011 970 3880
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Morgan Ceramics showcased
advanced thermal insulation
and technical ceramic products
at Thermprocess

M

organ Ceramics showcased its expertise in high
temperature insulation and ceramic components for
demanding thermal processing applications at
Thermprocess. Morgan Ceramics is a division of The Morgan
Crucible Company plc and combines the Morgan Thermal
Ceramics and Morgan Technical Ceramics businesses. The
products on display included energy efficient insulation
materials from Morgan Thermal Ceramics and
HaldenwangerTM high performance ceramic rollers from
Morgan Technical Ceramics.
Morgan Thermal Ceramics' new Superwool® PlusTM
insulation blanket is 17% more energy efficient than traditional
insulation options. The latest high temperature insulation wool
is ideal for furnace linings in the iron and steel and aluminium
industries, as well as all applications where high temperature
processing is a requirement. This enables users to increase
manufacturing process efficiencies and make significant cost
savings associated with energy usage.
Superwool® PlusTM fibre has significant health and safety
benefits. It is a low bio-persistent fibre insulation that is
exonerated from the carcinogen classification in the European
Union under the terms of Nota Q of Directive 67/548/EEC.
Also on display were the company's range of insulating
firebricks, which offer a unique combination of insulating
properties with load bearing ability. The insulating firebricks
are particularly suited to applications above 1000°C, where
their thermal conductivity is as low as fibre based products

(in some cases lower), but with structural integrity capable of
dealing with erosive and abrasive environments.
Morgan Technical Ceramics' high performance
60 x 48 x 2200 mm HaldenwangerTM ceramic rollers are used
in furnaces to make silicon wafer and solar panels. The fused
silica rollers have outstanding mechanical properties. They are
inert and have high mechanical strength, high purity and good
wear characteristics, leading to a long life in a challenging high
temperature environment. The thermal stability of silica is
exceptional; it has a coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of
less than 1 x 10-6/°C, which is lower than most other ceramic
materials. This low CTE, combined with silica's chemical
compatibility with glass, ensures panels remain totally flat
during the manufacturing process.
The company also showed its HalSolarTM alumina/silica
rollers, which have high chemical resistance, excellent thermal
shock resistance and can be supplied with a smooth surface
finish. They have been developed specifically for the solar
market and demonstrate the company's commitment to
providing application engineering support to this important
emerging market segment. The ceramic rollers are used all
over the world and are renowned for their durability in a wide
range of specialist kiln applications.
For more information on Morgan Ceramics and its wide
range of products for thermal processing applications see
www.morganceramics.com or contact Morgan Thermal
Ceramics South Africa on TEL: 011 815 6820/25

The latest high temperature insulation wool is ideal for furnace linings
in the iron and steel and aluminium industries, as well as all applications
where high temperature processing is a requirement
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Thermal mass flowmeter to reduce
your wastage and compress your costs

I

n the compressed air market, 30% of the compressed air
generated is never used due to leakages, resulting in
unnecessary wastage and major costs for companies
operating in the sector. And, with air
being the most expensive gas in
industry, the need for reliable,
cost-saving flowmetering solutions
has never been more apparent.
Aware of these needs and their
importance in the current economic
climate, Endress+Hauser has the
T-mass thermal air flowmeter
(Proline 65F or Proline 65I) for compressed
air applications.
Using well-established thermal
measurement technology, the T-mass
air flowmeter is ideal for use in
air distribution, compressed air monitoring
and air leakage detection. Covering a wide
range of line sizes and flow rates, the T-mass

can achieve substantial
savings by monitoring
your compressed air
usage and leakage.
Operation has never
been easier
The T-mass features a
quick set-up function
offering simple and
user-friendly menu navigation and
device configuration. Making operation
even easier, the LCD display allows simple
programming of the device through a guided
menu and shows not only the measured values, but also
the totalised value as well as error codes providing
information about the current status.
For further details contact Evan Dent,
Business Development Manager, Endress+Hauser on
TEL: 011 262 8000
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Powerit Solutions and Inductotherm Corp.
integrate technologies for
the induction melting industry

P

owerit Solutions, an international cleantech company that
plugs businesses into the smart grid, and Inductotherm
Corp., an Inductotherm Group company and the world
leader in the melting of metals and materials industry,
announced a new agreement which underscores the
companies' dedication to improving the operations and energy
efficiency of their customers in the metals industry.
The two businesses will work closely to take Powerit's
Spara system, an advanced energy management technology,
to the market.
Inductotherm will make Spara available to its customers
and the two companies will work together to implement the
best energy management strategies and integrate the
Spara technology.

Controlling energy costs is an increasingly important
competitive measure for this industry."
The technology
Powerit's Spara technology, an integrated hardware and
software product, plugs businesses into the smart grid so that
facilities can use energy more efficiently and take advantage of
utility incentive programs and rate structures. For foundries,
the most widely used Spara-enabled strategy is demand
control, which involves deciphering how and where costly energy
spikes occur, then making precisely timed load reductions
to avoid those spikes to take advantage of lower-rate periods.
Spara safely synchronizes demand reductions through a
carefully selected collection of loads to achieve the desired kW

“Spara is a proven tool for smart grid connectivity in our field,
and we know our customers will be interested in further driving down
their energy costs via Powerit's peak demand control,
automated demand response and dynamic pricing features.”
"We are impressed with Powerit's ability to manage energy
for its many metals customers throughout North America and
are excited to offer this to our customers to help them
reduce their overall energy costs," says Satyen Prabhu,
President & CEO of Inductotherm Corp. "Spara is a proven tool
for smart grid connectivity in our field, and we know our
customers will be interested in further driving down their
energy costs via Powerit's peak demand control, automated
demand response and dynamic pricing features."
"On our side, we are delighted to be working with the world
leader in a field that we know very well," commented Bob Zak,
General Manager & President of Powerit Solutions
North America. "This agreement brings us further reach
in a sector where we have really made a difference.
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reduction while maintaining the needed production volume.
In foundries, this is usually accomplished by interfacing with
large furnaces. Other equipment such as dust and fume
collectors, air compressors and A/C units can also be
controlled for savings.
The results can be dramatic. At the Cannon-Muskegon
foundry, in Muskegon, Michigan, for example, peak demand
usage on loads including the six, production-critical
Inductotherm furnaces was reduced by 26 percent, and the
Spara installation's return on investment took just 10 months.
To see the complete case study from the Powerit website visit:
http://www.poweritsolutions.com/index.php?id=202.
For more information contact Cerefco on
TEL: 011 845 3253 or www.Cerefco.co.za
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